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Abstract

This paper presents a 3D model in sigma coordinates. Although the principles it is based on have been established for some time, some
original aspects for this type of 3D mode splitting model are presented here. The model was designed to simulate flows in various coastal
areas from the regional scale down to the inshore scale of small bays or estuaries where circulation is generally driven by a mix of pro-
cesses. The processes to be modeled enable simplifications of the Navier–Stokes equations on the classic Boussinesq and hydrostatic
hypotheses. These equations are transformed within a sigma framework to make free surface processing easier. The main point of
our demonstration focuses on the original aspect of the coupling between barotropic and baroclinic modes especially designed for
ADI. It explains how full consistency of the transport calculated within the 2D and 3D equation sets was obtained. Lastly, we describe
the physical processes simulated on a realistic configuration at a regional scale in the Bay of Biscay.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Three-dimensional models have been widely used in
coastal ocean modeling activities for two decades now.
Most of them solve primitive equations (e.g. Navier–Stokes
under the assumptions of Boussinesq and hydrostaticity)
because the processes they account for have a horizontal
scale which is at least one order of magnitude larger than
the vertical one and their time scale is similar to the inertia
period.

Up to the early 80s, limited computing power meant
that spectral models were widely used [1]. These models
used simple turbulence closure schemes and were not well
suited to including the one or two equation models
required for complex flows. In order to better parameterize
turbulence, these models were progressively abandoned
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and replaced by fully vertical discretized model. From then
on, several vertical coordinate systems have been used,
with various advantages and drawbacks. Geopotential
coordinates (z coordinates system) are used by some ocean
models, like OPA [2]. Here, the bottom topography is rep-
resented by a series of steps and the bottom boundary lay-
ers can be hard to represent in case of steep topographies
[3].

Isopycnal coordinate systems consider layers of constant
density, as in the Miami Isopycnal Coordinate Model
(MICOM) [4]. The advantage is that high resolution is
obtained where density gradients are strong. However,
applications of such models for shallow water with various
stratifications including a well-mixed water column, lead to
several difficulties.

For a better description of the bottom and numerical
advantages such as a constant number of levels, Phillips
[5] introduced normalized depth. This vertical coordinate
system, known as terrain-following coordinates, is used
by numerous models for both ocean and shelf modeling,
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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such as the Princeton Oceanographic Model (POM) [6].
This concept has been extended with generalized topogra-
phy following coordinates system in order to keep high res-
olution in the boundary layers of domains including a wide
range of water depths (from 10 m to 4000 m) [7,8].

The main drawback of sigma coordinate systems is the
computation of the internal pressure gradient, especially
over a steep topography [9]. A considerable amount of lit-
erature has dealt with the reduction of systematic trunca-
tion errors. Shchepetkin and Mac Williams [10] described
a new computation of the internal pressure gradient which
greatly improves the results for academic configuration, for
instance for the seamount problem. This makes the use of
terrain-following coordinates models more relevant for
coastal dynamics especially in case of steep topography.

Most primitive equation models use time splitting
schemes. This aims to solve free surface wave propagation
(barotropic mode) and internal motion (internal mode)
separately, with time steps that may be different. Because
of their high celerity, surface gravity waves require small
time steps to be properly solved through explicit numerical
schemes, whereas internal waves with weaker celerity may
be processed with larger time steps. The two modes are clo-
sely linked as the barotropic pressure gradient calculated
with the external mode is prescribed to the internal mode.
On the other hand, the bottom stress, integrated pressure
gradient and internal stresses are provided to the external
mode. This theoretical procedure engenders clearly identi-
fied problems due to the use of different schemes which
have their own time steps. Continuity equations must be
fulfilled by both modes consistently, i.e. the vertically inte-
grated 3D velocity field must be identical to that of baro-
tropic velocity. Usually, the internal mode time stepping
uses an implicit resolution of the vertical derivative needed
to accurately describe boundary layers which require high
vertical resolution. Most of the differences between 3D free
surface models concern the external time stepping.

External mode resolution can be divided into two parts:
explicit and semi-implicit or implicit models. Explicit
schemes are used by the most popular models: Coherens
[11], POM [12] and ROMS [13]. In that case, the ratio
between internal and external time steps is around 10–50.
However, for stability reasons, the terms given to the exter-
nal mode usually need to be re-evaluated during an internal
time step.

Implicit or semi-implicit resolution of the external mode,
allows large time steps, because it is no longer limited by
the CFL (Courant–Friedrichs–Levy) condition, and in that
case, the external and internal time steps are usually equal.
The ECOMsi [14] semi-implicit version of POM uses
Casulli and Cheng’s [15] semi-implicit method for the baro-
tropic mode. Three-dimensional models using a semi-impli-
cit method (ADI) to solve the barotropic mode have been
described recently [16,17,8]. They use the same time step
for both internal and external modes and therefore do
not require any re-evaluation of the coupling term during
temporal integration.
Please cite this article in press as: Lazure P, Dumas F, An external–
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Most of the models apply a correction to the 3D pre-
dicted currents to ensure consistency. This corrector step
consists in adding to the 3D predicted currents the local
difference between the 2D (external mode) calculated cur-
rents and the vertical integration of the predicted 3D cur-
rents. This simple method is used by most of the models
like POM and HYCOM and as Pietrzak et al. [8] noted,
they work properly. ROMS uses a more sophisticated
approach. The vertically averaged velocity of the baroclinic
mode is corrected by a filter applied to every external time
step [13,18].

A different method was proposed by Lin and Falconer
[16]. The barotropic and baroclinic modes using the same
time step, a first prediction is performed to obtain the free
surface gradient. The 3D field is integrated and the bottom
stress and momentum correction factors are then com-
puted. A second step is performed by the 2D mode with
these new parameters and a new 3D integration is achieved
with the new free surface field.

An original method was recently proposed by Chen [19].
A free surface correction method (FSC) is used to obtain
consistency between modes (i.e. locally and globally mass
conservative). It involves two steps: the first leads to an
intermediate free surface which is corrected within the sec-
ond step by a semi-implicit method. It has been shown to
be unconditionally stable with respect to gravity waves.

This method and the former ones, even the simplest of
them, are mass conservative, both locally and globally.
However, they involve a corrective step which is more or
less sophisticated. At the end of the internal time step,
the 3D horizontal velocity being solved, the complete con-
sistency is not fully achieved. Whatever the type of correc-
tion and the way it occurs, the correction step does not
involve the momentum equation and therefore has no
physical signification. This can, in theory, induce spurious
effects that are very hard to quantify.

This paper aims to present a 3D model based on an ADI
scheme for the barotropic mode. In order to eliminate
problems induced by the use of different schemes for the
internal mode, external mode equations were rewritten to
allow strictly identical discretization over both time and
space for the internal mode. It focuses on the coupling
between modes. An iterative procedure is used to provide
full consistency between modes without any extra
correction.

After presenting the equations, the coupling procedure
is described step by step. Some other numerical consider-
ations and an optimization of the iterative process are then
given. To illustrate the ability of the model to reproduce
various coastal processes, a realistic application to the
Bay of Biscay is presented.

2. Equations

The set of equations solved has long been known.
Details can be found in Blumberg and Mellor [12], amongst
others. Here, we shall simply provide a reminder that the
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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hypotheses under which these equations (so called primi-
tive equations) are obtained are classic approximations:

• that of Boussinesq: density in the medium slightly devi-
ates from a reference density called q0 and therefore can
be replaced by a reference density except within the
gravity term,

• the hydrostatic approximation resulting from scaling the
equations: the horizontal movement scale is assumed to
be an order of magnitude larger that the vertical one.

Equations are presented here in a sigma coordinate
framework:

r ¼ zþ H
fþ H

ð1Þ

with r is the vertical coordinate, H(x,y) is the absolute va-
lue of bottom position, f(x,y) is the sea surface elevation.

z and sigma increase upwards. The result is that at the
sea surface (z = f)r = 1 and at the sea floor (z = �H)r = 0.

In addition, we introduced the following notation make
the writing of any advection term simpler:

LðAÞ ¼ u
oA
ox
þ v

oA
oy
þ w�

oA
or

ð2Þ

where w* is the vertical velocity in the sigma coordinate
framework (x,y,r) whereas w is the vertical velocity in
the physical framework (x,y,z). It reads:
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where D(x,y) is the height of water column, D = H + f.
The set of primitive equations is then in Cartesian

coordinates:

1
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with x,y,r is the cartesian coordinates of the framework;
u,v,w* are the zonal, meridian and vertical velocity compo-
nents; Pa is the atmospheric pressure at sea surface;
f = 2X sin/ is the Coriolis parameter; X = 2p/
86164 rad s�1 is the earth’s rotation frequency; g is the
gravity; q = q(S,T,p) is the seawater density; p is the pres-
sure; q0 is the reference density; nz is the vertical eddy vis-
cosity; mx and my are the horizontal eddy viscosity
coefficients.
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Zonal and meridian components of the baroclinic pres-
sure gradient are noted from above on (px,py).

The transport of any dissolved matter is solved in a mass
conservative form giving:
oDTr
ot
þ

oDðuTr � kx
oTr
ox Þ

ox
þ

oDðvTr � ky
oTr
oy Þ

oy
þ

oDðw�Tr � kz
D2

oTr
or Þ

or

¼ Sources� Sinks ð8Þ
where Tr stands for any tracer: temperature, salinity, any
dissolved tracers; Sources are the sources of tracer Tr; Sinks

are the sinks of tracer Tr; kz is the vertical eddy diffusivity;
kx and ky are the horizontal eddy diffusivity coefficients.

To properly close the system, the equation of state
relates density to salinity, temperature and pressure:

q ¼ GðS; T ; pÞ ð9Þ

Function G is not stated explicitly here. It is either linear-
ized around point (T0,S0,p = 0) for very shallow areas or
fully developed as Mellor [20] does for deeper waters.

From the Eq. (1) and introducing the buoyancy
b = � g(q � q0)/q0 within a sigma coordinate framework,
the terms (px,py) read:
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ð10Þ
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Horizontal friction term:
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The horizontal turbulent diffusion operators are not writ-
ten in a fully discretized form, but simplified according
to Mellor [21]. This approximation is relatively accept-
able, as long as the discretized vertical layers cross the
isopycns smoothly, i.e. in the case of a smooth bathym-
etry gradient. In most of application, the two compo-
nents of horizontal eddy viscosity are set equal to a
constant m. This leads to:
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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The flux at the upper and lower boundaries of the domain
together with kinematic conditions leads to the following
sets of equations:
Boundary conditions at
the surface r = 1
Please cite this article in press as: Laz
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Boundary conditions at
the bottom r = 0
nz
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where QT is the heat flux at the air–sea interface;
ðssx; ssyÞ ¼ qaCdSk~W kðW x;W yÞ are the surface stress com-
ponents; qa = 1.25 kg/m3 is the air density; CdS = 0.016 is
the surface drag coefficient; (Wx,Wy) is the wind velocity
vector at 10 m above the sea surface; ðsbx; sbyÞ ¼
q0CdBk~ukðu; vÞ are the bottom stress components with

CdB ¼ j

ln
zþHþz0

z0

� �
0
@

1
A

2

where j refers to the Von Karman

constant and z0 the bed roughness.

2.1. Turbulence closure

The most often used closure scheme in coastal ocean
models at present are the two-equation closure model that
follows the k–kl theory assumptions [22] and the k-epsilon
ones. The transport equation for turbulent kinetic energy,
k, in most turbulent models used for geophysical flows is
expressed as follows:

ok
ot
þ LðkÞ ¼ 1

D

oð nz
sk D

ok
orÞ

or
þ ProdþDest� e ð15Þ

where sk stands for the turbulence Schmidt number for k

and Prod and Dest are respectively the production by
velocity shear and the destruction by buoyancy. They are
expressed in the following manner:

Prod ¼ nz
ou
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� �2

þ ov
oz

� �2
" #

and Dest ¼ �kz
ob
oz

ð16Þ

Finally, e is the dissipation rate. The second equation for
the dissipation rate e requires many more assumptions.
We prefer to replace it here by the relation following the
k–e approximation described and tested by Luyten [23]

e ¼ e0
k3=2

l
ð17Þ

where the mixing length is l = jz*(1 � z*/H), z* stands for
the distance to the bottom and e0 is determined for an equi-
librium neutral flow near a wall: its value is e0 = 0.166.
ure P, Dumas F, An external–
es.2007.06.010
The eddy coefficients are expressed as

nz ¼ Smk
1
2lþ nzbg and kz ¼ ST k

1
2lþ kzbg ð18Þ

where Sm and ST are stability functions and nzbg and kzbg

refer to background viscosity and diffusivity.
2.2. Barotropic mode equations

The mode splitting approach leads to build a specific
barotropic model by integrating the Eqs. (5)–(7) over the
vertical from bottom (r = 0) to top (r = 1) and considering
kinematic boundary conditions. It gives the following set of
equations:
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where the mean current over depth is defined as

ð�u;�vÞ ¼
Z 1

0

ðu; vÞdr ð22Þ
3. Coupling of barotropic and baroclinic modes

3.1. Time stepping

The time stepping used to solve the barotropic mode is
an Alternate Direction Implicit (hereafter noted ADI)
scheme. It was described in the early 70s [24,25]. Wolf
[26] compared ADI to a fully explicit scheme in a series
of various situations, from test cases to realistic simulation
of the southern North Sea. Since then, it has been used by
Lin and Falconer [16] and more recently by Pietrzak et al.
[8]. Both its drawbacks and advantages are well known. On
the one hand, the external gravity wave term which is
coded semi-implicitly removes the most stringent stability
criterion (Dt < Dx=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD
p

Þ, giving the model better stability.
In practice, this allows larger time steps than that resulting
from the criterion. On the other hand, increasing the time
step too far beyond the explicit limit results in damping
of the barotropic mode.

The ADI method is only implicit with respect to the direc-
tion of the computation. Thus, the free surface elevation is
calculated every half time step, whereas �u and�v are calculated
alternatively. Computation of �u and f are performed in a
row-wise manner whereas �v and f computations are
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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performed in column-wise. This means that the set of Eqs.
(6), (19) and (20) is solved at a given time step and the set
7, 19 and 21 will be solved a half time step later. The use of
a spatially centered second order scheme and the staggered
Arakawa C grid lead to a tridiagonal linear system being
solved using LU factorization. Special attention was paid
to the discretization of the advection operators which was
based on the efficient schemes given by Leonard [27,28].

3.2. Discretization

The indexes i, j, k refer to the position in the x, y, r
direction. The free surface elevation f is located at the cen-
ter of the horizontal grid. The zonal velocity u is calculated
at the same latitude as f and is shifted by half a longitudi-
nal grid size dx. The velocity located on the right side (to
the East) of f keeps the same i index, while the nearest
velocity point located on the western side of f is referred
to as i � 1. The same rule is applied for the meridian veloc-
ity v. The point of v calculation of f nearest to the North is
located at the same longitude and has the same index, j.
The following variables are located at the center of each
mesh and have thus the same i, j indexes: f: free surface ele-
vation, C: concentration of any tracer (temperature or
salinity included), Df: water depth at f position (e.g.
Df = H + f),kz,nz: eddy diffusivity and viscosity, k: turbu-
lent kinetic energy, w�z : vertical velocity in sigma coordi-
nates. The following variables are located at the same
position as u : �u: zonal barotropic velocity, Hu: the refer-
ence water depth, Du: height of the whole water column
that is to say Du = Hu + 0.5(fi,j + fi+1,j). The following
variables are located at the same position as v:�v: meridian
barotropic velocity, Hv: the reference water depth, Dv:
water depth. This gives three different depth informations
(namely Df, Du, Dv) for each grid cell.

The vertical discretization is also performed according
to a staggered grid. The vertical location of each value at
the center of the grid is referred to as the k index and is
located at rk from the bottom (r = 0) up to the surface
(r = 1). The next mesh center is referred to as k + 1 and
is located at rk+1. At rk the following variables are calcu-
lated: C: concentration of tracers, S salinity, T temperature
and q density. Both velocity components u and v are calcu-
lated at rk. At the middle of these two cells, the vertical
velocity calculation point has the index k and is located
at rwk = 0.5 * (rk + rk+1). The following variables are cal-
culated at the same horizontal location as 1 and at rwk:
kz,nz: eddy diffusivity and viscosity, k: turbulent kinetic
energy, w*: vertical velocity in sigma coordinate.

3.3. Rewriting depth-integrated equations

The resolution of the external mode is not based on the
classical Saint-Venant equations (obtained by integrating
3D equations using Leibniz’s rule together with surface
and bottom cinematic conditions) but from the set of
Eqs. (19)–(21). Let k be the vertical index varying from 1
Please cite this article in press as: Lazure P, Dumas F, An external–
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at the bottom up to kmax at the surface; thus kmax is
the number of vertical levels. Each vertical level is located
at rk. Let Drk ¼ rkþ1�rk�1

2
represents the thickness of the

level k. From each side of the boundaries, we define
r0 = � r1 and rkmax+1 = 2 � rkmax. It is easy to check that:Pk max

k¼1 Drk ¼ 1.
In order to simplify notation of Eqs. (20) and (21), we

define the following discretized terms of their right-hand
side:

Gu ¼
Xk max

k¼1

ðfvzk � LðuzkÞ þ pxk þ F xkÞDrk

þ ssx

q0Du
� sbx

q0Du
� 1

q0

oP a

ox
ð23Þ

Gv ¼
Xk max

k¼1

ð�fuzk � LðvzkÞ þ pyk þ F ykÞDrk

þ ssy

q0Dv
� sby

q0Dv
� 1

q0

oP a

oy
ð24Þ

And the barotropic velocities coming out Eqs. (20) and (21)
are computed as

�u ¼
Xk max

k¼1

uzkDrk; �v ¼
Xk max

k¼1

vzkDrk ð25Þ

uzk and vzk stands for the value of u et v at sigma level k.

3.4. Time stepping scheme and coupling procedure

To focus on the time derivative and the model’s kernel,
we will not describe the spatial derivatives, but will now
describe a step of the �u, f and uz computation. Transposi-
tion to the other velocity component could then be easily
inferred. As the coupling is based on an iterative predic-
tor–corrector, we introduce the following notations:

fn; �un; uzn: sea surface elevation, barotropic and 3D
zonal component of velocity at time step n.
fnþ1

2;�vnþ1
2; vznþ1

2: sea surface elevation, barotropic and 3D
meridional component of velocity at time step n + 1/2
which corresponds to dt/2 time after time step n.
fl; �ul; uzl: estimation at iteration l of predictor–corrector
of sea surface elevation, barotropic and 3D zonal com-
ponent of velocity at time step n + 1.

The algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. Considering that all
variables are known at time n and n + 1/2, the iterative
process is built on the following steps:

Step 1: barotropic forwarding (first iteration).
Eqs. (19) and (20) are time differenced as follows:

fl � fnþ1
2

0:5Dt
þ oðDnþ1=2

u �ulÞ
ox

� �
¼ �

o Dnþ1=2
v �vnþ1=2

	 

oy

 !
ð26Þ

�ul � �un

Dt
þ a1g

ofl

ox

� �
¼ �Snltðuzn

kÞ þ Shdtðuzn
kÞ

þ bstðuzn
kÞ þRCTðfn; vz

nþ1
2

k ; b
nþ1

2
k Þ
ð27Þ
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water



Fig. 1. Barotropic–baroclinic mode fitting.
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The right-hand side of the last equation is composed of the
following terms:

Non-linear terms:

Snltðuzl
kÞ ¼

Xk max

k¼1

nltðuzl
kÞDrk where:

nltðuzl
kÞ ¼ uzl

k

ouzl
k

ox
þ vznþ1=2

k

ouzn
k

oy
þ wnþ1

2
ouzl

or
ð28Þ

The asterisk has been omitted for the w expression and will
be omitted hereafter. The bar over the expression wou/or
means that this quantity is evaluated at rwk and rwk�1

and interpolated at rk. We note that the cross derivative
( o
oy for a row-wise manner computation) will not take part

in the iterative process.
Horizontal diffusion terms:

Shdtðuzl
kÞ ¼

Xk max

k¼1

hdtðuzl
kÞDrk where:

hdtðuzl
kÞ ¼ m

o2uzl
k

ox2
þ o2uzn

k

oy2

� �
ð29Þ

As for non-linear terms, the cross derivative does not take
part in the iterative process.

Bottom friction term:

bstðuzlÞ ¼
CdBuzl

k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðuzn

kÞ
2 þ ðvznþ1=2

k Þ2
q

Dnþ1=2
u

ð30Þ

The terms remaining constant over the iterative process
have been gathered in:

RCTðfn; vz
nþ1

2
k ; bz

nþ1
2

k Þ ¼ �ð1� afÞg
ofn

ox
þ
Xk max

k¼1

ðfvznþ1=2
k

þ pnþ1=2
k ÞDrk þ

snþ1=2
sx

q0Dnþ1=2
u

� 1

q0

oPanþ1=2

ox
ð31Þ

Parameter a1 is an implicitation factor: in cases where it is
set equal to 1, the free surface elevation is taken to be fully
implicit along each line. The set of equations is solved at
Please cite this article in press as: Lazure P, Dumas F, An external–
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the same time for the entire line. At the end of the first step,
a predicted new free surface elevation and average velocity
are obtained along the line. The internal pressure gradient
pnþ1=2

k is calculated by Shchepetkin [10] algorithm designed
to minimize errors due to the use of sigma coordinate over
steep bathymetry.

Step 2: transect updating (first iteration).

The predicted free surface allows the uzk on the transect
to be predicted. Time differencing considers all vertical
derivatives as being implicit. At point (i, j) (for the sake
of simplicity, indexes i and j are omitted hereafter) Eq.
(20) is discretized as

uzl
k � uzn

k

Dt
� 1

ðDnþ1=2
u Þ2

o nznþ1=2 ouzl

or

� �
or

2
4

3
5

k

þ wnþ1=2
ouzl

or

¼ �g af
ofl

ox
þ ð1� afÞ

ofn

ox

� �
þ pnþ1=2

k þ fvznþ1=2
k

� nltðuzn
kÞ þ hdtðuzn

kÞ ð32Þ

At that point, the right-hand side is known. This leads to a
tridiagonal matrix which is easily solved at each point i

along the line, giving rise to a predicted value of uzl
k along

the transect.
Step 3: convergence evaluation (each iteration).

This step consists of the convergence assessment of the
iterative process. Convergence is reached when for any
point i along row j the following criterion is satisfied:

�ul �
Xk max

k¼1

uzl
kDrk

�����
����� < e ð33Þ

e is a tolerance value introduced in order to account for the
precision of real value coding in IEEE norm. It is set to
10�5 m s�1 being a trade off value between single precision
coding and the irrelevance of weaker current departure.

Whenever the convergence is not obtained at every point
of the line j being computed, the iterative process goes
ahead to the next line (increment of j and restart to step
1). As long as the criterion is not satisfied for any point
the process goes on step 4.

Step 4: new assessment of the right-hand side (second and

following iterations).
The right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (27) is re-assessed by

introducing three implicitation factors (one for the bottom
stress expression, one for non-linear terms and another for
horizontal diffusion) in order to properly center all these
terms in time.

Gul
k ¼� anlSnltðuzl

kÞ þ ahdShdtðuzl
kÞ þ absbstðuzl

kÞ
� ð1� anlÞSnltðuzn

kÞ þ ð1� ahdÞShdtðuzn
kÞ

þ ð1� absÞbstðuzn
kÞ þRCTðfn; vz

nþ1
2

k ; b
nþ1

2
k Þ ð34Þ

Step 5: new free surface prediction (second and following

iterations).
This step is similar to step 1 with a new assessment of

RHS:
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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flþ1 � fnþ1
2

0:5Dt
þ oðDnþ1=2

u �ulþ1Þ
ox

� �
¼ � oðDnþ1=2

v �vnþ1=2Þ
oy

� �
ð35Þ

�ulþ1 � �un

Dt
þ a1g

of
ox

� �lþ1

¼ Gul
k ð36Þ

At this stage, the resolution of these two equations will give
a new evaluation of �u and f.

Step 6: new transect velocity evaluation (second and fol-

lowing iteration).

This step is similar to step 2, except for the two implic-
itation factors:

uzlþ1
k � uzn

k

Dt
� 1

ðDnþ1=2
u Þ2

o nznþ1=2 ouzlþ1

or

� �
or

2
4

3
5þ wnþ1

2
ouzl

or

¼ �g a1
oflþ1

ox
þ ð1� a1Þ

ofn

ox

� �
þ pnþ1=2

k þ fvznþ1=2
k

� anlnltuðuzl
kÞ þ ahdhdtðuzl

kÞ � ð1� anlÞnltuðuzn
kÞ

þ ð1� ahdÞhdtðuzn
kÞ ð37Þ

Then the process goes to step 3 for a new assessment of the
convergence criterion.

3.5. Computational cost

The barotropic ADI resolution (Eqs. (26), (27), (35),
(36)) for the given jth line leads to a linear tridiagonal sys-
tem which evolves all along the predictor corrector iterative
process. But modifications from one iteration to another
are highly localized within a part of the right-hand side
of the system. That means the lower–upper (LU) factoriza-
tion is performed only once until the convergence is
reached. The resolution at each iteration consists in updat-
ing the right-hand side (RHS) vector; this is done by split-
ting this RHS into two parts: one explicit and one implicit.
This could be written formally in the following way:

b1;j c1;j 0 � � � 0

a2;j b2;j c2;j
. .

.
0

0 . .
. . .

. . .
.

0

..

. . .
. . .

. . .
.

cn�1;j

0 � � � 0 an;j bn;j

0
BBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCA

u1;j

f2;j

..

.

fimax�1;j

uimax�1;j

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

¼

y1;j

y2;j

..

.

yn�1;j

yn;j

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

exp

þ

y1;j

y2;j

..

.

yn�1;j

yn;j

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

imp
ð38Þ

into which imax is the number of computational grid cells
in the row direction. The coefficient dependencies of this
linear system may be written as
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al;j ¼ faðg;Dt;Dx;Dnþ1
2

u Þ ð39Þ
bl;j ¼ 1 ð40Þ
cl;j ¼ fcðg;Dt;Dx;Dnþ1

2
u Þ ð41Þ

yexp
l;j ¼ fy exp Pa;W ; uzn; vznþ1

2; T nþ1
2; Snþ1

2; fl;wnþ1
2; nznþ1

2

� �
ð42Þ

yimp
l;j ¼ fyimpðuzl; flÞ ð43Þ

where index j stands for the number of the given grid
line discretized here. This is because a,b,c vectors, like
the vector yexp and odd components of vector yimp (i.e.
those related to f) do not evolve over iterations. So, after
the first iteration the computations are significantly light-
er, simply updating the even components of yimp and
solving the bidiagonal (one upper and one lower) linear
systems.

For 3D mode, the computation consists in a series of
1D vertical models at each u-location. The way these
equations are discretized gives a set of tridiagonal linear
systems like

bzi;j;1 czi;j;1 0 � � � 0

azi;j;2 bzi;j;2 czi;j;2
. .

.
0

0 . .
. . .

. . .
.

0

..

. . .
. . .

. . .
.

czi;j;k max�1

0 � � � 0 azi;j;k max bzi;j;k max

0
BBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCA

uzi;j;1

uzi;j;2

..

.

uzi;j;k max�1

uzi;j;k max

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

¼

yzi;j;1

yzi;j;2

..

.

yzi;j;k max�1

yzi;j;k max

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

exp

þ

yzi;j;1

yzi;j;2

..

.

yzi;j;k max�1

yzi;j;k max

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

imp

ð44Þ

where indexes i and j stand for the coordinates of the point
u in the computational grid. The dependencies of the linear
system are here the following:

azi;j;k ¼ fazðnznþ1
2;Drk;Dnþ1

2
u ;w

nþ1
2

k�1Þ ð45Þ

bzi;j;k ¼ fbzðnznþ1
2;Drk;Dnþ1

2
u ;w

nþ1
2

k ;w
nþ1

2
k�1Þ ð46Þ

czi;j;k ¼ fczðnznþ1
2;Drk;Dnþ1

2
u ;w

nþ1
2

k Þ ð47Þ

yzexp
i;j;k ¼ fyz expðPa;W ; uzn; vznþ1

2; T nþ1
2; Snþ1

2; fnÞ ð48Þ

yzimp
i;j;k ¼ fyzimpðuzl; flÞ ð49Þ

This is processed in exactly the same way as for the baro-
tropic mode through an LU factorization and storage per-
formed once and for all (because the azi,j,k, bzi,j,k, czi,j,k

vectors remain constant over successive iterations) and full
updating of the implicit part of the RHS. The computation
cost is again higher for the first iteration than for the fol-
lowing ones.
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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4. Other numerical considerations

This paragraph briefly describes the next step to achieve
the updating of all state variables. We focus on few, less
classic points, such as river introduction, time step optimi-
zation and limitation.

4.1. Other steps

Once the horizontal velocity components �u and uz and
the sea level elevations have been calculated, the vertical
velocity over the whole domain is calculated by a vertical
integration of Eq. (7).

Next, the salinity and temperature and eventually dis-
solved tracers are calculated with a classic time integration
scheme used in most 3D models. The vertical derivative of
each constituent is considered as being implicit to allow
large time steps with a high vertical refinement. For the
salinity calculation, the boundary condition in each estuary
is described in the following paragraph. Horizontal advec-
tion resolution uses the QUICKEST scheme [28]. Density
is then updated according to Mellor [20] state equation.

TKE is calculated, also using a scheme very similar to
that for the tracers and eddy viscosity and diffusivity are
updated according to Eq. (18).

All variables being updated, the time is increased by half
a time step as required by the ADI scheme. The boundary
conditions at open sea, surface and estuary are read (or cal-
culated in process studies) and a new iteration begins. The
horizontal velocities �v and vz and the elevation are calcu-
lated in column-wise manner in the same way as was
described in Section 3.

4.2. River introduction

The river runoff Q is introduced as a source term in the
vertically integrated continuity Eq. (19) written at the input
point:

of
ot
þ oD�u

ox
þ oD�v

oy
¼ Q

surf
ð50Þ

where surf stands for the grid cell surface. After the baro-
tropic–baroclinic iterative adjustment process, w is assessed
predictively throughout the local continuity equation
which is integrated from bottom to the top as

DwðrÞ ¼ Dwð0Þ � of
ot
�
Z r

0

oDu
ox
þ oDv

oy

� �
dr0 ð51Þ

where w(0) = 0. We can easily check that at the top
w ¼ � Q

Surf�D in the grid cell of input. It simply states that
at each half time step a corresponding amount of fresh
water is poured from the surface into the estuary. For
salinity calculations, the resolution of the salinity is com-
puted in the estuary as everywhere in the domain. The in-
put of salt in the estuary which is obviously nil leads to a
decrease of salinity in local and adjacent grid cells (due
to advection) which corresponds exactly to the amount of
Please cite this article in press as: Lazure P, Dumas F, An external–
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fresh water inputs. For any other tracers in the river, the
amount of matter introduced in the estuary is simply:
C Æ w where C is the concentration in fresh water.

4.3. Stability

The stability ADI scheme used for hydrodynamic
coastal models has been studied by Leendertsee [25]. His
analysis was carried out from a simplified system of the
barotropic equations neglecting all the non-linear terms
(from advection to bottom friction) and the Coriolis force.
Thus the system is reduced to a set of oscillating equations
of dimensions 3 (u,v,f). He showed that the three eigen-
modes of the system are always stable through an ADI dis-
cretization. Their amplification factor modulus is either 1
in the case where the CFL criterion for external gravity
waves is fulfilled or lower than 1 when this Courant num-
ber exceeds 1, meaning a damping of these free oscillating
solutions. Thus, Leendertsee showed ADI to be an uncon-
ditionally stable scheme for external gravity waves.

The Saint-Venant equations (that drives the barotropic
mode) system to solve is not as simple as the one studied
by Lendertsee, insofar as there is extra coupling between
equations through the Coriolis force and non-linearities
with the advection terms or the bottom dissipation. Noting
that perturbations mostly appear within the advection
terms and are dissipated by the bottom friction, Leendert-
see [29] carried out a stability study based on the equation
which accounts for advection and dissipation by the bot-
tom friction in a one-dimensional problem:

ou
ot
þ u

ou
ox
þ Cd j~uju

H
¼ 0 ð52Þ

He looks at the behavior of the solution of the form
u = u0ei(xt+kx) into various types of discretization of this
equation by calculating the amplification factor of the solu-

tion k ¼ utþDt
j

ut
j

.

It can easily be established that the amplification of the
explicitly discretized

utþDt
j � ut

j þ
Dt

2Dx
ut

jðut
jþ1 � ut

j�1Þ þ
CdDtjuj

H
ut

j ¼ 0 ð53Þ

is

k ¼ 1þ Cd

H
Dtjuj � i

jujDt
Dx

sinðkxÞ ð54Þ

where i stands for the imaginary complex unit and j for the
index in the x direction. This fully explicit discretization is
unconditionally unstable because jkj > 1 for any time and
space step. We can now look at the more general equation
solved within the model, in which the Coriolis force and
external pressure gradient have been removed and horizon-
tal diffusion included:

ou
ot
þ u

ou
ox
þ Cd j~uju

H
¼ m

o2u
ox2

ð55Þ
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which is discretized in MARS according to

utþDt
j � ut

j

þ Dt
2Dx

ut
j anlutþDt

j ðutþDt
jþ1 � utþDt

j�1 Þ þ ð1� anlÞut
jðut

jþ1 � ut
j�1Þ

h i
þ CdDtjuj

H
½absutþDt

j þ ð1� absÞut
j�

� m ahd

utþDt
jþ1 � 2utþDt

j þ utþDt
j�1

Dx2
þ ð1� ahdÞ

ut
jþ1 � 2ut

j þ ut
j�1

Dx2

" #

¼ 0 ð56Þ

The general analysis of this scheme leads to the amplifica-
tion factor
k ¼
1� ð1� absÞ CdDtjuj

H þ ð1� ahdÞ 2mDt
Dx2 ðcosðkxÞ � 1Þ � ið1� anlÞ jujDt

Dx sinðkxÞ
1þ abs

Cd Dtjuj
H � ahd

2mDt
Dx2 ðcosðkxþ xtÞ � 1Þ þ ianl

jujDt
Dx sinðkxþ xtÞ

ð57Þ
where (anl,ahd,abs) is the triplet of implicitation factors of
Eq. (34) in which each element is in [0: 1]. This form
enables the behavior of the scheme to be discussed, depend-
ing on how we account for the various terms (e.g. their rate
of implicitation).

Looking at the various terms one by one, we recover
some well-known results:

– the fully implicit advection (anl = 1) is unconditionally
stable whereas a fully explicit one is constrained by
CFL ¼ uDt

Dx 6 1
– the fully implicit horizontal diffusion (ahd = 1) is uncon-

ditionally unstable whereas the fully explicit is condi-
tionally stable with mDt

Dx2 6 1
– the implicit part of the bottom stress is unconditionally

stable whereas its explicit part is stable up to: CdDtjuj
H 6 2

It is very difficult to analyze the general case in its full
complexity because it gives a series of equilibria that may
vary from place to place in realistic applications where
hydrodynamic conditions (depths and currents) are highly
variable. Below, we carefully examine the equilibrium
between the advection and the bottom dissipation. As
shown above, a fully explicit discretization of the Eq. (52)
leads to an unconditionally unstable scheme. From the
general expression of the amplification factor, the stability
criterion analysis comes in four sets of implicitation factors
summarized in Table 1.

In the best case, which is having all terms time-centered,
the criterion for a classical bottom drag coefficient
Table 1
Stability criterion according to implicitation factors

(anl,abs) (0,0) (1,1) (0,0.5) (0.5,0.5)

Stability
condition

Unconditionally
unstable

Unconditionally
stable

Dtjuj
Dx 6

2Cd Dx
H

Dtjuj
Dx 6

8Cd Dx
H
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(Cd = 2.10�3usi) may be written as CFL 6 1:6� 10�2 Dx
H .

Getting Courant numbers close to 1 implies having a ratio
grid step over depth equal to 60, which is clearly too restric-
tive for the set of applications we aimed at dealing with.
The horizontal dissipation term is used to dampen spurious
oscillations. As we can see in the analytical form of the
amplification factor, it is more efficient to use it as being
fully explicit despite the fact that it is not centered in time,
thus decaying the scheme’s order of approximation. Practi-
cally speaking, the implicitation factor ahd is adjustable,
knowing that it should be set to 0.5 for the sake of preci-
sion and to 0 for stability considerations.

The regular set of parameters is chosen as (anl,ahd,
abs) = (0.5,0.5, 1.0). The choice of the implicitation factor
for the bottom friction is linked to the one of the vertical
dissipation scheme as a boundary condition of this opera-
tor. This operator is processed in a fully implicit manner
for stability considerations thus giving a fully implicit bot-
tom stress. Finally, in order to properly close the set of
parameter values, it is reminded that the implicitation fac-
tor of the external pressure gradient here noted af is set to
0.5 as recommended by Leendertsee [25].

The number and the various space scales processes allow
an empirical criterion based on the model’s behavior in
realistic conditions to be exhibited and a two order time-
centered scheme to be sought (i.e. all implicitation factors
set to 0.5) which is

CFL ¼ umaxDt
Dx

6 Ccrit; where Ccrit ¼ 0:7

It is first worth noticing that the barotropic model is cou-
pled with a 3D model. The coupling method described in
Section 3 shows that the time discretization of the equa-
tions of the barotropic mode are the same as that discussed
by Lendertsee [25] with an external pressure gradient split
into two parts so that the operator is centered in time
and a fully implicit treatment of the mass conservation
integrated equation. All the other terms are centered in
time, as we have seen just above, for the non-linear terms
but also for the horizontal dissipation terms. On the verti-
cal, a fully implicit scheme ensures that we will not be lim-
ited by the fast vertical diffusion processes. The lack of
influence on vertical diffusion terms on stability has also
been outlined by De Goede [30] in a somewhat similar time
splitting method.

Finally the dynamic equations are solved together with a
transport equation used to compute salinity and tempera-
ture field changes. These transport equations are coupled
with the dynamic equation through the buoyancy and must
be solved in a way consistent with the mass conservation
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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solver in order to be mass preserving, not only for water
but also for any tracer. This equation is discretized with
an explicit one step forward in the time scheme for which
a classic CFL limitation compatible with the empirical cri-
terion expressed above must be fulfilled.

4.4. Computational cost and convergence

This prediction–correction approach has been tested for
a long time in a wide range of configurations. This has pro-
vided good empirical knowledge of its behavior with
respect to stability and convergence for complex realistic
cases being all highly non-linear. First, the iterative process
converges with a small number of iterations: between 1 and
10, at worst. The convergence speed is of course governed
by the tolerance previously noted as e. The lower the toler-
ance, the greater the number of iterations will be.

Fig. 2 shows the average (over the whole lines) number
of iterations and the computational cost normalized by the
one of a single iteration computation (dashed line) with
respect to the tolerance e. These curves were obtained with
the implementation of MARS for the realistic application
presented in Section 5.

The average number of iteration increases with the
decreasing of the tolerance but the convergence is reached
for all the grid cells within an acceptable number of itera-
tion (i.e. less than four iterations) even for very weak cur-
rent authorized departure (0.01 mm s�1). Above this
precision the number of iteration rises dramatically because
of inadequate computer precision. An increase in this
parameter to higher values lowers the number of iterations
almost linearly. At the extreme, when this value was on the
order of the maximum current, a single iteration is
performed.

The computational cost curve shows that each addi-
tional iteration has a cost of only 25% of the first one
due to computational savings by storing LU factorizations
and frozen RHS terms through the iterative process (see
Section 3.5).

Despite these features were plotted for a particular
application (see Section 5), they are relevant of the general
Fig. 2. number of iterations (full line) computational cost (dashed line)
versus precision criterion. Computational cost is expressed as the ratio of
CPU time over CPU time for the first iteration.
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behavior of the model which convergence is reached in any
case within a maximum of ten iterations. This, in addition
with the cost of a single extra iteration, provides us with a
very efficient system able to match without any post-correc-
tion step barotropic and baroclinic modes.

4.5. Time step optimization

In order to reduce computational time, the time step was
periodically adjusted to fit the critical CFL insofar as pos-
sible. During a typical duration of two semidiurnal tidal
cycles (25 h) the criterion was assessed at each time step.
At the end of this observation time, the time step was
increased by 20% when Ccrit had never been reached. Con-
versely, the time step was reduced to fit 80% of the critical
criterion if it was exceeded. The period of observation was
used to avoid time step variations which could follow the
tidal cycle. It allowed a larger time step during neap tide
or weak wind conditions and a reduced time step during
spring tide or storm conditions. It is limited, for reasons,
not of stability but to fully solve short period phenomenon
as for example in the presented application the shallow
water non-linearly generated tidal component M4.

Each time the time step is modified, the integration is
not time-centered. Several comparisons between fixed and
adjusted time steps have shown that the increase in trunca-
tion errors induced by non-time centered time steps which
arises as Dt is modified, has no significant effects because
the time step adjustment is performed only once per
observing period (i.e. once every 24 h).

4.6. On-going developments

The MARS model is highly modular. The iterative pro-
cedure leads to a spatial and temporal discretization which
enables other numerical schemes to be tested simply. For
example, the non-linear horizontal terms discretization
which is centered in the momentum equation can be rela-
tively simply discretized according to a high order scheme.

Current developments concern a higher level turbulence
closure scheme. The generalized two equation turbulence
scheme [31] is being included in the model.

Although a high order scheme [10] is used to calculate
the internal pressure gradient, the simple sigma coordinate
system is known to generate spurious currents over steep
topography and especially over the shelf break. Therefore,
integration of a generalized sigma coordinate [7] is being
developed and a first analysis has shown that this system
is fully compatible with the iterative procedure described.

Lastly, a downscaling procedure has been implemented
in the model. This is based on the AGRIF package [32]
and allows the different embedded domains of increasing
resolutions to be dealt with during the same run. The
one-way coupling (from the large model to the smaller
one) is currently operational. The two-way coupling has
yielded preliminary results but is still under development
to ensure that it works correctly in various situations.
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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5. Realistic simulations: application to the bay of Biscay

The sole aim of this application is to show the model’s
ability to reproduce both hydrodynamic and hydrological
structures accurately. For this purpose, we present here
an application in the Bay of Biscay with a special focus
on the continental shelf. Realistic simulations were per-
formed in order to validate the model through comparisons
with surveys.

5.1. Context

A wide range of physical processes takes place in the
Bay of Biscay [33]:

• The tide is semidiurnal. The tide at Brest varies from 3 m
during neap tides up to 7 m during spring tides. Tidal
amplitude decreases slightly southwards. Tidal currents
show strong spatial gradients: strong in the northern
part of the Bay, they decrease southwardly to become
weak to very weak south of 48�N [34].

• Wind-induced currents are greatly variable but show
seasonal trends. During fall and winter, winds blow
from the SW and create a poleward flow [34], whereas
during spring and summer, winds blow from the NW
[35] and induce a SW flow in the surface layer.

• Puillat et al. [35] presented most of the surveys made in
the past ten years over the French continental shelf. The
weak tidal mixing over the shelf and in the deep ocean
gives rise to thermal stratification during spring and
summer. This strong stratification isolates a cold pool
on the shelf (i.e., between isobath 50 m and 150 m)
which is characterized by a temperature of about
12 �C throughout the year. North winds induce upwell-
ing along the coast of the Landes; westerly to north-wes-
terly winds are likely to induce local upwelling south of
Brittany [35]. Tidal-induced mixing generates thermal
fronts off Brittany around Ushant Island [36,37].

• Runoff from three major rivers, the Loire, Gironde and
Adour, bring large amounts of fresh water into the Bay
of Biscay. Their average discharges are 900 m3/s for the
first two and 250 m3/s for the last one; they peak during
winter and spring and lower at the end of spring to reach
their minimum at the end of summer. The salinity pat-
terns are highly variable as shown recently by Puillat
[35].

Although we focused on time scales ranging from a few
days to several years, tides must still be fully resolved
because of their role in mixing and frontogenesis and
potential long-term transport through tidal residual cur-
rents. The first simulation dedicated to validating the tidal
dynamics is outlined.

Very few current measurements are available for the
continental shelf of the Bay of Biscay. An ADCP, including
a pressure sensor, was moored off the Brittany coast, 20 km
NW of Belle Ile island over a depth of 68 m [38]. A compar-
Please cite this article in press as: Lazure P, Dumas F, An external–
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ison of sea level elevation and current 20 m above the sea
bed is shown. Finally, the model results have been summa-
rized for comparison with observed hydrological struc-
tures: a local upwelling in southern Brittany in June 1997
and a surface salinity plume in April 1998 indicated by sur-
veys [35].

5.1.1. Model configurations

A 3D model has been built on a domain which extends
in longitude from the French coast to 8�W and in latitude
from the Spanish coast to 49�N (Fig. 3). The bathymetry
was provided by the SHOM (Hydrological and Oceano-
graphic Service of the French Navy). It has a grid size of
5 km. This model is used to describe hydrodynamics over
decades. It gets 30 sigma levels. To reproduce hydrological
features in the surface layer, the sigma level distribution is
denser near the surface. The model uses open boundary
conditions calculated by a larger barotropic model.

5.1.2. Boundary conditions

A wider barotropic model extending from Portugal to
Iceland was used to provide boundary conditions for the
three-dimensional model. Tidal constituents along the open
boundary of the large model were extracted from the Schw-
iderski atlas [39]. Surface wind stress and pressure were
provided by the ARPEGE model from Meteo France. This
model has a spatial resolution of 0.5� in longitude and lat-
itude and provides four analyzed wind and pressure fields a
day. The 3D model was forced by the free surface elevation
and a zero normal gradient condition was used for the
velocity along the open boundary.

Surface heat fluxes were calculated with bulk formulae
[40] which involve wind speed, air temperature, nebulosity
and relative humidity. The first parameter was provided by
the meteorological model, while climatology values were
used for the three other variables. Temperature and salinity
at the open boundary were taken from Reynaud’s Clima-
tology [41].

Loire, Gironde and Adour river runoffs are prescribed in
their own estuaries and taken from daily measurements.

5.1.3. Initial conditions

Currents were considered to be equal to zero at the
beginning of the simulation and the free surface elevation
was interpolated in the domain from values at the open
boundary conditions. The spin-up time for tidal dynamics
and any gravity waves is very short due to their high veloc-
ity: its order of magnitude was 5 days in that configuration.
The salinity was chosen to be homogenous and equal to
35.5 psu and the temperature chosen was equal to 11 �C
over the whole domain. This thermal structure over the
shelf is close to that recorded during winter. That is why
simulations began at that time (in our case on 01/01/1996).

In the first application, no attention was paid to initial-
izing complex thermal structures in the deep Bay because
we focused on the shelf hydrodynamics. As shown by
several theoretical works and observation reviewed by
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water



Fig. 3. Model bathymetry.
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Huthnance [42], the steep bathymetry at the shelf edge
inhibits ocean–shelf exchanges. Moreover, a recent study
by Serpette et al. [43] based on lagrangian measurements
suggests that the circulation is weak on the outer part of
the Armorican shelf and that small anticyclonic eddies
prevail. However, this simplification limits the reliability
of the model results on the outer shelf and over the shelf
break.

The modeled shelf hydrological system is a rather short
memory system which recovers from these initial condi-
tions within a year; this makes necessary to simulate a
one year spin-up during which the model’s outputs might
not be relevant. Thus, the results are not analyzed before
the beginning of 1997.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Tidal dynamics

A realistic tidal evolution of the free surface was com-
posed from the eight tidal constituents (M2, S2, K2, N2,
01, K1, P1, Q1) of the Schwiderski atlas [39]. From a one
year long simulation, a harmonics analysis was used to
extract the main tidal constituents (amplitude and phase)
for the 8 waves at each point of the domain. This enabled
a comparison with tidal constituents which are well-known
Please cite this article in press as: Lazure P, Dumas F, An external–
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in some harbors along the coast (list given in [44]). Com-
parisons were also made over the entire continental shelf
with a recent database (CST France) built by the SHOM
[45]. This harmonic database includes 115 constituents
and has been built on the basis of a 2D barotropic model
adjusted with existing measurements. It covers the conti-
nental shelf of the Bay of Biscay and the Channel. The base
resolution is 5 km.

Rather than present a comparison with each tidal con-
stituent, we preferred to compute the mean differences in
amplitude and time between models and composed the
tidal elevation from the CST France database [45]. The per-
iod of comparison included two spring–neap cycles (nearly
one month). The differences in amplitude and time were
calculated as followed:

• At each high tide, the tidal range was computed for both
model and CST France harmonical composition.

• The time lag represents the difference of the moments
at which the sea surface elevations cross the mean sea
level for both model and CST France harmonical
composition.

These values were averaged over the month and are pre-
sented in Fig. 4a and b.
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water



Fig. 4. (a) Averaged differences (in centimeter) between simulated and harmonic reconstruction of tidal levels. (b) Averaged differences in time (in
minutes).
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The average differences over most of the domain are less
than 20 cm (Fig. 4a). The increase in this difference in the
Gironde and around the Loire estuaries is due to the mesh
size, which cannot accurately describe tidal propagation.
This discrepancy does not actually influence hydrodynam-
ics on the shelf. Nevertheless, these differences never reach
20 cm in the Bay of Biscay, contrary to the Channel, espe-
cially in the eastern part, where they reach 30 cm. It must
be remembered, however, that the tidal ranges increase sig-
nificantly in the area, reaching 12 m in spring tide. There-
fore, the relative precision of the simulation remains
constant.

Time differences between model and measurements were
lesser than 20 min. over the shelf (Fig. 4b). The increases in
time shifts in the southern part of the Bay raise some ques-
tions. No reasons for them were found and the data used
for this comparison must be examined further. The largest
discrepancies are seen in the north-eastern part of the
domain.

However, these comparisons of computed and predicted
free surface elevations show that the model accurately
reproduced the tidal propagation and allowed us to
describe tidal currents which have two effects on hydrol-
ogy: advection and mixing.

5.2.1.1. Tidal currents. The maximum tidal velocities
reached at the surface during mean spring tide are pre-
sented in Fig. 5a. As noted above, large spatial gradients
appeared. In the northern part, they reach 1 ms�1 and rise
to more than 2 ms�1 near Ushant island. Frontal structures
created by tidal mixing appear in these areas. Over most of
Fig. 5. (a) Maximum velocity during average spr
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the shelf (i.e., east of 5�W) tidal currents never exceed
0.5 ms�1 except close to some bathymetric anomalies
(islands, capes, etc.). It is worth noting that the mesh size
is too large to properly solve local structures (mostly within
coastal areas) where strong currents might be encountered.
In fact, the current velocities showed in Fig. 5a may under-
estimate the actual ones. Two areas on the shelf are charac-
terized by very weak tidal currents: south of Brittany on
the western side of Belle Ile and the southern part of the
Bay (south of 45�N). Mixing over the main part of the shelf
is expected to be weak, allowing thermal stratification from
spring to fall and haline stratification due to the plume
dynamics.

5.2.1.2. Tidal Eulerian currents. Tidal Eulerian currents
were locally averaged during a M2-tidal cycle to evaluate
the Eulerian currents (Fig. 5b). Over most of the shelf
and the deep part of the Bay of Biscay, the Eulerian cur-
rents were extremely weak (less than 1 cm/s). These cur-
rents were significantly enhanced wherever non-linearities
are higher: close to the coast and around capes and islands.
Eulerian currents increased in the northern part of the Bay,
west of Brittany. Several gyres generated by the bathyme-
try appear, where the velocity may reach up to 10 cm/s
under average tidal conditions.

5.2.2. Model validation

The comparison of sea surface elevation and the two
velocity components at 20 m above the bottom is shown
in Fig. 6. We see that the agreement between calcu-
lated and simulated elevation is quite good. This period
ing tide. (b) Tidal Eulerian residual current.
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Fig. 6. Model (continuous lines) versus moored ADCP (dotted lines): tidal elevation (top panel), eulerian currents components (mid and bottom panel)
over the shelf.

Fig. 7. Temperature transect. (Upper) Modycot 97-1 measurements.
Locations of stations are shown on the map of the Bay of Biscay. (Lower)
model temperatures. Simulated sea surface temperature is shown in the
lower left corner.
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corresponded to neap tides and ended at an average tide.
Amplitudes vary from 1.5 to 2.6 m. Differences between
the model and observations never reach 5 cm.

Currents are also well reproduced even though they are
relatively less accurate. Period with quite small currents,
typical of the continental shelf dynamics at this time below
the thermocline and the Ekman layer can be seen.
Although satisfactory this comparison during a short per-
iod needs to be completed by an assessment of the ability
in simulating long term (at least seasonal) hydrodynamics
like thermal structure or fate of river runoff.

5.2.3. Coastal upwelling

1997 and 1998 were rather dry years: runoffs were signif-
icantly weaker than their seasonal climatological values. In
June 1997, winds were north-westerly one week before the
cruise. As a result, a drop in surface temperature was
observed near the coast (Fig. 7). The model shows good
agreement with measurements. The bottom temperature
was significantly lower than that observed. This discrepancy
may be attributed to both the initial conditions which might
have been too cold. However, the general features were
reproduced properly: the drop in isotherms near the coast,
the coastal temperature between 14.5 and 15 �C as showed
by measurement, the simulated surface layer thickness of
about 30 m and the temperature on the shelf of about 16 �C.

5.2.4. Salinity fields

River runoffs during the winter of 1997–1998 and spring
1998 were slightly weaker than the climatological values.
Please cite this article in press as: Lazure P, Dumas F, An external–
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During spring, the Loire and Gironde runoffs were about
1100 m3 s�1 and the Adour’s was 300 m3 s�1. Winds during
the months before the Modycot 98-3 cruise showed a clas-
sic evolution. During April, strong winds blew from the
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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SW. Light north-westerly winds blew in May and the
beginning of June was marked by moderate westerly winds.
The measured salinity field (Fig. 8) is representative of the
fate of Loire and Gironde plumes and the transport by
wind and density gradient-induced currents. A strip of
salinity of less than 35 extends from the coast to about
100 km offshore in the north, and 40 km offshore in the
southern part of the Bay. Off the Loire estuary, salinity
decreases and the plume seems to extend southwards, with
a strong spatial gradient near Belle Ile island. Off the Gir-
onde estuary, the plume is oriented toward the north. On
the Landes coast, the Adour plume ran along the coast.
Simulated surface salinity reproduced most of these fea-
tures. A wider coastal strip of low salinity was also simu-
lated in the north. A discrepancy appeared in the south
Fig. 8. Measured surface salinity (5 m) during Modycot 98-3 (1998/04/22-
27) versus computed surface salinity on 1998/04/26.

Fig. 9. (Upper) Salinity transect measured during Modycot 98-3 (1998/04/
22-27). (Lower) Simulated salinity transect on 1998/04/26.
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where the isohaline 35 did not extend along the Landes
coast. The Loire plume also showed a southward spreading
with a strong gradient near Belle Ile. The offshore extension
of the Loire and Gironde plumes correlate well with obser-
vations. The vertical structure (Fig. 9) of a transect between
southern Brittany and the Gironde estuary showed good
agreement. The pycnocline depth was 30 m in both the
model and observations. The fresh water under 34.5 psu
was the Loire plume. In the Gironde estuary, mixing
induced a slant in the isohaline which intersected with the
bottom.

6. Conclusion

The MARS model presented in this paper aims to
describe hydrodynamics from the regional to local scales.
It uses a mode splitting method and belongs to the class
of 3D models based on a semi-implicit scheme for the
external mode which deals with fast motion gravity waves.
The use of an ADI scheme for this mode allows a high time
step for the external mode which is then of the same order
of magnitude of that used for the internal mode, meaning
that they can be processed with the same time step.

The main novelty lies in the coupling of these two modes
through an iterative predictor–corrector which provides a
perfect fit between the barotropic currents and the verti-
cally integrated 3D currents. This removes from the pro-
cess a post-correction for 3D currents to ensure full
consistency between the mean current and vertical integra-
tion of 3D currents. Moreover, this fitting this gives to
MARS a high stability which is very close to the one of
the barotropic model alone.

The stability analysis conducted has shown that the time
step criterion to be satisfied is a Courant number (based on
current velocity) close to unity. This allows a large time
step and makes the MARS model capable of dealing with
long-term simulations required for applications, especially
those related to biology issues, on the continental shelf.
The adaptative time stepping also constitutes a useful pro-
cedure to both optimize computation time and enhance
robustness.

For most of the other aspects (turbulence closure, verti-
cal coordinates, accounting for rivers) MARS is main-
tained in the state of the art. The application showed is
typical of regional scale applications using MARS, also
used in other hydrodynamic environments such as the Eng-
lish Channel [46] and North Sea [47] where tidal processes
dominate or in the north-western Mediterranean Sea [48]
where mesoscale processes are dominant.

The application to the Bay of Biscay lies in between and
is a good test case for 3D models of coastal dynamics, see-
ing the variety of processes that coexist there. Simulations
and measurements correlated in a quite satisfactory man-
ner. Barotropic tides were accurately reproduced and vali-
dated the use of semi-implicit time stepping for the external
mode in regional scale applications on the order of magni-
tude of the tidal wave length. A comparison with current
internal mode coupling for a 3D hydrodynamical ..., Adv Water
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measurements has proven the model’s accuracy. At the
subtidal time scale, tidal mixing required to investigate
hydrology and its variability was validated by comparison
with the salinity fields measured. This includes validation
of the turbulence closure scheme which gave correct depths
for the halocline and the transport scheme which displayed
low salinity patches correctly over time and space even
after a long time integrated solution.
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